This paper presents a new phase 1 simplex algorithm for solving linear programming problems. In the algorithm, first, the equation with the auxiliary objective function at the optimality as a new constraint is added to phase 1, and then a pivot is performed to generate one vertex on the associated objective hyperplane. This vertex may be feasible or not feasible. If it is feasible, the phase 1 simplex algorithm ends. Otherwise, proceed with the successive iterations fixed on the objective hyperplane. Next, three variants are presented to achieve a feasible vertex or the conclusion that the original problem is infeasible. Variant 1 is a dual simplex algorithm without the row ratio test. In variants 2 and 3, the ideas of the bounding hyperplane method and MBU dual simplex algorithm are applied, respectively. Finally, computational study is done to test the efficiencies of three variants comparing to the ordinary simplex algorithm on some standard test problems from NETLIB and MIPLIB, showing that variant 1 is simple in pivot rule, and variant 2 generally uses fewer iterations to solve those problems, and variant 3 generally spends less executive time at each iteration in the solution process.
Introduction
Consider a general linear programming problem (LP) of the form (LP) max z=c T x s.t.
A1x b1 A2x =b2 x 0, where A1R ln , A2R
(ml)n , b1, b2, c are column vectors of appropriate dimensions, and assume b20, and b1, unrestricted.
For the above (LP) problem, it is necessary to find an initial feasible basic solution by the phase 1 simplex algorithm. Phase 1 is introducing slack variables y10 in the inequality constraints, and artificial variables y2=0 in equality constraints, and then solving the auxiliary linear programming problem:
(ALP) max e T A2x s.t.
A1x+ y1 =b1 A2x + y2 =b2 x 0, y10, y20, where e=(1, ..., 1) T R ml is the all-one-vector. Obviously, (ALP) has a basic solution, given by x=0, y1=b1, y2=b2. If all b1 0, the solution is feasible; otherwise, infeasible. In the case of b1 0, (ALP) can directly be solved by the ordinary simplex algorithm [1] . In addition, Arsham presented an artificial-free approach [2, 3] , subsequently called the push-and-pull algorithm in [4] , the idea of which is to obviate the use of artificial variables and decrease the number of iterations by finding an "unexamined" column as the pivot one column by column in phase 1. Enge and Huhn [5] pointed out that the artificial variables are still present implicitly in Arsham's approach, and testing all possible pivot sequences could require an exponential amount of work. If b1 has at least one negative component, there are the two most common treatments, one of which is to convert the associated inequalities into the equalities with the right-hand side non-negative by introducing the surplus variables, and the other is introducing the artificial constraint with the right-hand side sufficiently large parameter and then picking the artificial constraint as a pivot row to get a dual feasible solution. Obviously, the former augments a problem's size, and the latter makes the solution to a problem complicated due to the existence of the parameter. Saksena and Cole [6] ever presented a bounding hyperplane method that permits movement in either the feasible or infeasible region of (ALP). Thus, the initial point could be either feasible or infeasible. The finite criss-cross method developed by Terlaky [7, 8] requires neither primal nor dual feasible basis to start with. However, it may not be efficient in practice.
Obviously, the problem (ALP) has a finite optimum value, equal to e T b2 if (LP) is feasible. Notice this feature, the movements are fixed on the objective hyperplane by first exiting the artificial variable xn+m+1 added to e T A2x=e T b2. So, the goal of this paper is only to pursue the feasibility of (ALP) by finding good simplex variants. In this paper, we do not make any transformation on the inequality constraints of (ALP). In the algorithm, first, the equation with the objective function at the optimality as a new constraint is added to phase 1, and then a pivot is performed to generate one vertex on the associated objective hyperplane. This vertex may be feasible or not feasible. If it is feasible, the phase 1 simplex algorithm ends. Otherwise, proceed with the successive iterations fixed on the objective hyperplane. Next, three variants is presented to achieve a feasible vertex or the conclusion that (LP) is infeasible. Variant 1 is a dual simplex algorithm without the row ratio test. In variants 2 and 3, the ideas of the bounding hyperplane method [6] , and MBU simplex algorithm [9] are applied, respectively. Finally, computational study is done to test the efficiencies of three variants comparing to the ordinary simplex algorithm on some standard test problems from NETLIB [10] and MIPLIB [11] , showing that variant 1 is simple in pivot rule, and variant 2 generally uses fewer iterations to solve those problems, and variant 3 generally spends less executive time at each iteration in the solution process.
The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes principles of the phase 1 simplex algorithm on the objective hyperplane, including three variants. In Section 3, a computer implementation is accomplished to test the efficiencies of three variants comparing to the ordinary simplex algorithm. In Sections 4 we make further discussion and give a brief conclusion.
The Phase 1 Simplex Algorithm on the Objective Hyperplane
One of outstanding features of the auxiliary problem (ALP) is that it has a finite optimum value, e T b2, if (LP) is feasible. So add e T A2x=e T b2 as a new constraint to (ALP) to construct an augmented auxiliary problem as follows.
(AALP) max e T A2x s.t.
A1x+ y1 =b1 A2x + y2 =b2 e T A2x =e T b2 x 0, y10, y20. Assume that A is the coefficient matrix of (AALP). In the iterative process, let B and N denote the basic and nonbasic submatrices of A, respectively, with a partition Obviously, the feasible solutions to (AALP) are optimal for (ALP), and also feasible for (LP). In addition, all feasible solutions to (LP) (if any) satisfy the constraint e T A2x=e T b2, that is, all feasible points of (LP) are on the associated objective hyperplane, which leads to Theorem 1. If (AALP) has no feasible solution, then (LP) is infeasible.
To make movement fixed on the objective hyperplane, we first add an artificial variable xn+m+1 to e T A2x=e T b2, and choose an index s with (e T A2)s=max(e T A2). If (e T A2)s >0, pivot on (e T A2)s and then delete the column of xn+m+1 as soon as it has left the basis. Correspondingly, the reduced costs associated with nonbasic variables are constantly equal to zero, and successive iterations produce dual feasible vertices on the objective hyperplane. Therefore, the phase 1 simplex algorithm ends with a feasible basic solution to (LP) when the movement arrives at the primal feasibility. If (e T A2)s0, e T A2x=e T b2 constantly holds when setting xj=0 for any j with (e T A2)j <0. Next, we presents three variants to obtain a feasible solution to (AALP) or the conclusion that (AALP) is infeasible on the objective hyperplane.
Variant 1
Since the reduced costs associated with vertices on the objective hyperplane are equal to zero, it is ineffective to choose the pivot column by the row ratio test. Similar to the pivot rule of the dual simplex algorithm, pick row r The algorithm's steps of variant 1 can be described in detail as follows.
Step 1. Choose an index s with (e T A2)s=max(e T A2). If (e T A2)s >0, pivot on (e T A2)s , and delete the column of xn+m+1 as soon as it has left the basis, and then go to next step. Otherwise, keep the variables xj with (e T A2)j <0 nonbasic ones, and go to next step.
Step 2. Pick row r with
holds, the phase 1 simplex algorithm ends with a feasible basic solution to (LP). Otherwise, go to next step.
Step 3. Take 
Variant 2
Saksena and Cole [6] ever presented a bounding hyperplane method in which it is a matter of importance to select the appropriate pivot row. For this reason, the concepts of Euclidean distance and angle were used to derive the distances of all the bounding hyperplanes from the origin. In the dual simplex algorithm, the hyperplane is selected as the pivot row among the infeasible hyperplanes that is farthest from the origin in the decreasing direction of the normal to the Based on the idea mentioned-above, we have the following algorithm's steps of variant 2.
Step 1. Choose an index s with (e T A2)s=max(e T A2). If (e T A2)s >0, pivot on (e T A2)s , and delete the column of xn+m+1 as soon as it has left the basis, and then go to next step. Otherwise, keep the variables xj with (e T A2)j <0 nonbasic ones, and go to next step. 
Variant 3
Anstreicher and Terlaky [9] developed a MBU simplex algorithm, consisting of the primal and dual MBU pivot rules. In the dual MBU simplex algorithm, the goal is to make the number of primal feasible variables monotonically increasing while maintaining the dual feasibility. So, the optimality is achieved as the primal feasibility is accomplished. In what follows we choose some row with an infeasible basic variable as the driving row, and then reduce the infeasibility of the driving variable in the iterative process. In view of the reduced costs equal to zero in our algorithm, the dual feasibility is constantly kept, and the choice of the pivot column is not restricted by the minimum row ratio test, and thus more flexible. This may lead to the value of the driving variable increase as much as possible by means of selecting an appropriate pivot column. When the value of the driving variable becomes nonnegative, the number of feasible basic variables increases by at least one.
Based on the idea mentioned-above, we have the following algorithm's steps of variant 3.
Step 2. Pick row k with 
Computational Study
In this section we do a computational study to test the efficiency of three variants presented here comparing with each other and with the ordinary simplex algorithm on the 26 standard test problems of medium or large size, of which four problems (air01, enigma, lp41 and mod010) are from MIPLIB [11] , and others from NETLIB [10] . In the former case, we consider the solution of the LP relaxation of the MILP problems. Those problems are used to test the performance of a new approach preliminarily in that most of them are sparse and degenerate, and few existing simplex variants dominates the ordinary simplex algorithm on all those problems. Our numerical experiment was implemented on a HSEE S262C with AMD Mobile Sempron 2600+ processor, RAM 256M and Windows XP Pro operating system. Our three variants and the ordinary simplex algorithm in phase 1 were programmed by MATLAB V7.1 and run under identical computing conditions. To handle numerical errors, the tolerance is taken 1.0E-10. The computational results for the problems, consisting of the number of iterations (labelled by iters) and the execution times spent (labelled by CPU, measured in seconds), are reported in Table 1 . From the above table, we see that comparing with the ordinary simplex algorithm, variant 1 uses fewer or the same iterations on the 19 problems except for afiro, agg, agg2, israel, share1b, share2b, scorpion, and spends less executive time on the 23 problems except for israel, share1b, share2b. More importantly, Variant 1 averagely spends less executive time at each iteration except for israel and share1b with the recurrence due to degeneracy, especially for the problems of large size, such as brandy, sctap1, scagr25, lp41, mod010. Variant 2 needs fewer iterations to get a solution than variant 1 except for three problems of mod010, scagr7, and scsd1. It seems that the choice of the pivot row based on the bounding hyperplane method is helpful. However, it also brings much more computational amount of work at each iteration, especially for the problems of large size. Variant 3 is stable in computation, and uses fewer iterations than variant 1 for about half of problems, but spends more executive time than variant 1 on only four problems of e226, lp41, mod010, scsd1. Especially, variant 3 generally has a remarkable advantage over the ordinary simplex algorithm in computational efficiency. It spends much less executive time averagely at each iteration, and also less in total time for all problems even though it uses more iterations in the 8 problems of adlittle, afiro, e226, mod010, scagr7, scsd1, share1b, stocfor1.
Discussion and Conclusion
Here we propose the phase 1 simplex algorithm on the objective hyperplane which has the following outstanding features: First, it can be started with an initial point which can be neither primal nor dual feasible. Second, the equation with the objection function at the optimality, not
(where M is an unspecified sufficiently large number, and xj's are variables with a positive (e T A2)j in the current tableau) in common usage, as an artificial constraint is added to phase 1 to construct an augmented auxiliary problem. This leads to the reduced costs equal to zero, and thus the algorithm allows considerable flexibility in the choice of pivot element at each iteration while maintaining dual feasibility. Third, the optimality has been achieved on the objective hyperplane, and therefore the goal is to arrive at the feasibility as quickly as possible.
For these reasons, three variants are presented to carry out search for the feasibility on the objective hyperplane, respectively. Variant 1 is a dual simplex algorithm without the row ratio test. It has a simple pivot rule, and thus requires less computational amount of work in the decision process of choosing pivot row and column at each iteration. The shortcoming is that the variant easily generate the recurrence due to degeneracy, which is showed in the numerical test of previous section. In order to overcome the iterative recurrence, the choice rule of the pivot row is designed in variant 2 based on the bounding hyperplane method by Saksena and Cole. The infeasible hyperplane with the pivot row can always uniquely be determined in the sense of the Euclidean distance introduced, and therefore, recurrence is seldom encountered in practice although it is not theoretically guaranteed that recurrence cannot occur in the bounding hyperplane algorithm. Regrettably, variant 2 spends too much time in computation of the Euclidean distances of the infeasible hyperplane from the origin at each iteration. From this, it can be seen that it is a challenging topic how to improve the computational efficiency while ensuring the finiteness of iterations in the pivoting algorithms. Variant 3 absorbs the idea of MBU simplex algorithm by Anstreicher and Terlaky, which make the number of primal feasible variables monotonically increasing while maintaining the dual feasibility in the dual pivot rule. Due to the reduced costs equal to zero in our algorithm, the dual feasibility is constantly maintained. The goal of variant 3 is only to increase the value of the driving variable up to the nonnegativity while all the right-hand side nonnegative are preserved. As a matter of fact, in variant 3 the driving variables are treated as the objective function one by one, and the pivot column is decided by the rule of the most nega-tive reduced cost, and the choice of the pivot row follows the rule of the minimum column ratio in the rows with the right-hand side nonnegative. Therefore, variant 3 can also be viewed as the primal simplex algorithm for a series of relaxation subproblems.
After achieving a feasible solution (if any) on the objective hyperplane, we may also find some degenerate artificial basis variables (with value zero). In this case, the application of cosine simplex methods (see, for instance, Junior and Lins [12] , Yeh and Corley [13] ) to choose "good" nonbasic variables enter into the basis would get a basic feasible point close to the optimal vertex of (LP). It is seen in Tables 1 of the previous section that comparing to the ordinary simplex algorithm, variant 1 generally uses fewer iterations and spends less executive time for most of the test problems. Especially, it has a remarkable superiority in computation for the problems of large size. Variant 2 takes up too much time at each iteration although it needs fewer iterations than variant 1 for most of the problems. Variant 3 generally spends much less executive time averagely at each iteration even though it may need more iterations in the whole process of solving a problem in all three variants and the ordinary simplex algorithm. Even, variant 3 spends less in total time than the ordinary simplex algorithm for all problems Therefore, Variant 3 is more stable, efficient in computation, and promising.
